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Programming PC Connectivity Applications for Symbian OS: Smartphone Synchronization and ConnectivityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Welcome to this book on programming PC Connectivity applications for
Symbian OS. PC Connectivity applications based on standard services
and APIs can be created purely by programming on the PC, but more
specialized applications involve programming on the Symbian OS smartphone
as well as on the PC. This book will help you to...
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Color Image Processing: Methods and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2006
Over the last two decades, we have witnessed an explosive growth in both the diversity of techniques and the range of applications of image processing. However, the area of color image processing is still sporadically covered, despite having become commonplace, with consumers choosing the convenience of color imaging over traditional grayscale...
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IBM Xseries 455 Planning And Installation GuideIBM Press, 2004
The IBM eServer xSeries 455 is the second-generation Enterprise X-Architecture server using the 64-bit IBM XA-64 chipset and the Intel Itanium 2 processor. Unlike the x450, its predecessor, the x455 supports the merging of four server chassis to form a single 16-way image, providing even greater expandability and investment protection. 
 ...
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Inside Photoshop CSSams Publishing, 2004
Gary Bouton has made Inside Photoshop CS a perennial best-seller due to the loyalty of his audience. A lot of people simply love the way Gary explains what Photoshop is all about. In this revised edition, Gary truly puts the outsider "inside", demystifying such intangibles as pixels, color wheel, resolution, line...
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Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime: Second International ICST Conference, ICDF2C 2010Springer, 2011

	The Second International ICST Conference on Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime (ICDF2C 2010) was hosted in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, during October 4–6, 2010. The conference was attended by over 100 international participants including academics, senior government officials from the UAE, and corporate attendees. ICDF2C 2010...
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Fundamentals of Digital Imaging in MedicineSpringer, 2006

	There was a time not so long ago, well within the memory of many of us, when medical

	imaging was an analog process in which X-rays, or reflected ultrasound signals,

	exiting from a patient were intercepted by a detector, and their intensity depicted as

	bright spots on a fluorescent screen or dark areas in a photographic film. The...
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Matrix Transforms for Computer Games and AnimationSpringer, 2012

	Matrix transforms are ubiquitous within the world of computer graphics, where they have become an invaluable tool in a programmer’s toolkit for solving everything from 2D image scaling to 3D rotation about an arbitrary axis. Virtually every software system and hardware graphics processor uses matrices to undertake operations such as...
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Cinder Creative Coding CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know C++ this book takes your creative potential to a whole other level. The practical recipes show you how to create interactive and visually dynamic applications using Cinder which will excite and delight your audience.


	Overview

	
		Learn powerful techniques for building creative applications using...
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Multimedia Security HandbookCRC Press, 2004
Intellectual property owners who exploit new ways of reproducing, distributing, and marketing their creations digitally must also protect them from piracy. The Multimedia Security Handbook addresses issues related to protecting digital media. It begins by introducing security fundamentals and discussing the vulnerabilities of individual protection...
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DOM Scripting: Web Design with JavaScript and the Document Object ModelFriends of Ed, 2005
We know from the success of titles such as Web Standards Solutions, Cascading Style Sheets: Separating Content from Presentation, and the Web Designer's Reference that web designers are increasingly concerned with making sites that don't just look pretty, but are also built using current best practices.
 
 There are three main...
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The CSS Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
A practical guide on CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) for professionals and novices, that can be used both as a tutorial and read cover-to-cover or as a handy and practical reference book to common problems, solutions and effects. The 2nd edition is now full-color throughout and is completely updated and revised with the latest tips & tricks. ...
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Biomedical Image Analysis: Tracking (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
In biological and medical imaging applications, tracking objects in motion is a critical task. This book describes the state-of-the-art in biomedical tracking techniques. We begin by detailing methods for tracking using active contours, which have been highly successful in biomedical applications. The book next covers the major probabilistic...
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